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Abstract This research was initiated in order to investigate the capability of rigid strip one side

micro-piles footings in stabilizing sand slopes. A physical model was designed and constructed

for micro-piles footings resting on dense sand. Measuring devices were arranged; load-settlement

measurements of the model footings were recorded; photos were captured and observations

were documented. Different footing configurations located at variable distances from slope edge

were tested; five groups of micro-piles depths were inspected and different eccentric vertical so as

oblique loads were examined to investigate its capability of stabilizing the slopes. Measurements

were plotted and analyzed. Comparison was carried out among the inspected cases. Results

indicated that a significant enhancement to the bearing capacity of single side micro-piles footing

was documented with the increase of micro-piles depth. It reached about 7.9 times that of footing

without micro-piles.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria

University.
1. Introduction

In terms of the importance of stabilizing the slopes, different
techniques are available. Micro-piles are one of the most eco-
nomical solutions for improving footing behavior nearby

slopes. Footings might be located on/or nearby slopes accord-
ing to the architectural requirements or according to the per-
mitted space such as bridge abutments, retaining walls,

foundations next to excavations and foundations built on
mountain slopes [1]. Also, cost savings might be achieved if
the footing is located as close as possible to the edge of the

slope with keeping it as steep as possible. Therefore; this
research was initiated in order to perceive a better understand-
ing to use the micro-piles on slopes.

2. Literature review

Literature in the field of micro piles was revised. From the lit-
erature, it was stated that there are several theoretical methods

for predicting the bearing capacity of shallow footings located
in or on the top surface of a slope. Some of these bearing
capacity theories are based on the method of stress character-

istics [2] and others are based on limit equilibrium and limit
analysis approaches [3,4]. Based on experimental data it was
reported that the ultimate bearing capacity is reduced as the

footing get closer to the slope crest [5–7]. Based on the
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literature, it was documented that several researchers con-
ducted laboratory-model scaled centrifuge tests for shallow
foundations located on or nearby slopes [8]. A Full-scale field

test was carried for investigating the bearing capacity of
inclined footing with anchors on granular slopes [9]. Generally
the bearing capacity decreases with an increase in slope angle

as well as a decrease in the distance between the footing edge
and the slope crest.

These theories gave widely varying answers for identical

footing locations and same soil conditions. Moreover; all of
the above mentioned analytical and experimental works
assumed that the load was vertically applied and was concen-
tric to the footing base which is far from reality. However, for

most practical cases, the resultant load acts on the footing with
a certain inclination and sometimes with certain eccentricity
[10,11]. Moreover, the load bearing capacity of shallow foun-

dations located on sand slopes can be improved by reinforce-
ment or stabilization. Experimental work in this area of
research was carried out for a reinforced sandy slope [12,13].

3. Micro-piles

Micro-piles can be installed in a variety of challenging subsur-

face conditions. They provided an improving resistance to
driving forces resulting in a higher factor of safety. Micro-piles
are installed using the same drilling and grouting equipment as

used for the installation of tiebacks or soil nails. This approach
is based on the use of ‘‘micro-piles’’ fixed to the edges of the
footing. This method does not need a wide excavation of soil,
and hence it is not restricted by the presence of high water

tables.
Many studies were conducted to investigate the effective-

ness of micro-piles installation on load transfer mechanisms

and the deformation behavior of soil subjected to additional
surface loading. The micro-piles effects on soil behavior were
explained. The soil response under surface loading was signif-

icantly improved by micro-piles installation [14–16]. Tests on
micro-piles were carried out [17–19].They concluded that the
bearing capacity and stiffness of the subgrade reaction of soil

were increased considerably and the ground settlement also
was decreased. A design of micro-piles for tunnel face rein-
forcement was done [20]. The deviations in the research results
might be attributed to the difference in the assumed rupture

surface, lack of the evaluation process or underestimation of
governing parameters especially that affecting soil bearing
capacity. As a result, the foundation bearing capacities should

be selected conservatively.
To date, literature lacks data on the behavior of micro-piles

footing on or nearby slopes crest under different loading con-

ditions represented a motivation to carry out the proposed
research. This study improved the understanding behavior of
this promising soil improvement technique. Also the available
solutions for the bearing capacity problem of footings on

slopes are based mostly on experimental considerations, and
give widely varying answers for identical footing configuration
and soil conditions.

4. Experimental work

An experimental physical model was designed and prepared.

Measuring devices were arranged and experiments were
executed. An experimental program was designed and different
loading tests were conducted on the designed physical model.

4.1. Physical model

The physical model consists of a tank, footing of micro-piles,
loading system and a settlement measuring device. The rigid

steel tank has inner dimensions of 2000 · 300 · 800 mm length,
width, and depth, respectively. The tank consists of four sided
perspex ply stiffened all around with rigid steel sections to

allow for limited deformation during loading process. The
footing model is prepared using a stiff steel plate
150 · 12 · 295 mm width, thickness and length, respectively.

The footing length with its longitudinal direction fits within
the tank width with a 2.5 mm recess at both sides. Any defor-
mation is prevented to occur along the footing longitudinal
direction, which leads to achieve a plain strain condition

throughout the tests. The base of footing was made to have
a rough surface.

A vertical plate (100 · 50 · 4 mm) is welded at the top of

the footing to provide reference for the dial gauge in lateral
direction. The load is transmitted at the top of the footing
through a loading ball of 16 mm diameter. The ball is fitted

between the rigid bar and the footing. A recess from the center
of the footing plate and at the required eccentricities is
achieved. The recess to accommodate a ball bearing through
which the loads were applied to the footing.

4.2. Designed experimental program

An experimental program was designed. It included five

groups of high tensile steel bars with 20 mm diameter and with
different heights. Each group contains five micro-piles with the
same height. The depths of the micro-piles after fixation on

the footing base were 75, 150, 300, 450, and 600 mm i.e.
L/B = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0, respectively. In order to ensure
rigid fixation, between the micro-piles and the footing, five

holes with the full footing depth were drilled at equal spacing
of 60 mm in the specified position to support the micro-piles.
Each hole was 20 mm diameter. The micro-piles were
connected to the footing by steel bolts.

A rigid loading frame was used to apply the load to the
model strip footing through hydraulic jack and 50 KN proving
ring. Dial gauges were used to measure the footing movements.

The details of the loading frame are indicated in Fig. 1. Fig. 2
presents the examined micro-piles and footing. A schematic
diagram of this study is shown in Fig. 3.

Where:

B: Footing width.

e: Load eccentricity.
X: Distance of the footing edge to the slope crest.
L: Micro-piles length.
i: Load inclination angle.

h: Slope inclination angle.

It is to be noted that a model strip footing with/without sin-

gle side micro-piles tests on sand slopes was inspected at two
slope angles of 2H: 1V (h = 26.6�) and 3H: 2V (h = 33.7�)
with different footing edge distances from slope crest to the

footing width ratio, X/B, of 0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 for five
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Figure 2 The examined footing and micro-piles.
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Figure 3 Schematic diagram showing experimental configuration.
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groups of micro-piles depths as described above. Three differ-
ent loading conditions were examined; vertical concentric, ver-
tical eccentric and concentric oblique loading. The first series

was concerned with micro-piles footing behavior under vertical
loading. The second test series was performed under eccentric
loading where e/B of 0.133 and 0.266 in the direction of the

slope crest. The third series was carried out to investigate the
effect of concentric oblique loading with inclination angle to
the vertical (i= 10�) on the micro-piles footing system

behavior.
For comparison purposes, a test on flat horizontal ground

was conducted to provide the necessary reference data. Finally,
a total number of 72 footings with/without micro-piles tests

were carried out.

4.3. Implemented material

The implemented sand is dense and it is classified as poorly
graded sand (SP) according to the Unified system. The grain
size distribution is 45% coarse sand, 50% medium sand, and

5% fine sand. The sand has maximum dry density of
18.2 KN/m3; minimum dry density of 15.7 KN/m3 and specific
gravity of 2.51. The sand was kept dry during model tests and

the bulk density is 17.5 KN/m3. All the model tests were con-
ducted at a relative density of 75%, for which the friction angle
from a direct shear test was found to be 38�.

4.4. Testing procedure

Different slope angles were prepared. Sand was compacted in
100 mm thick layers to fill the tank. The slope height of

300 mm was kept constant for all the tests to minimize the
rigid boundary effect of the testing tank. The unit weight of
sand and the required relative density were controlled by pour-

ing a pre-calculated weight of sand into the testing tank, to fill
each layer. The sand surface was leveled and compacted. Great
care was taken to level the top surface of the sand and the

slope face using special straight edge so that the relative den-
sity of the top layer does not change. Reference slope markers
on the perspex walls were used to form the required slope incli-
nation. The accuracy of the sand density inside the tank was

checked by conducting three preliminary density tests. The
variation in the sand relative density was found to be
75% ± 0.50%.

Regarding the test procedure:

� Joining the micro-piles to the guide beam using five screw

bolts.
� Fixing the guide beam to the top angles of the tank sides
using bolts and nuts.

� Fixing the micro-piles and placing them at the desired level
from the top surface level of the compacted sand at the
required location. This installation keeps the micro-piles
in place during completing the sand filling around it.

� Continuing the sand filling process above the micro-piles till
the top surface of the test tank.
� Removing the guide beam and fixing the model strip foot-

ing to the micro-piles. Installation details of the micro-piles
procedures are described and are presented in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4 Micro-piles installation procedure.
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� Appling the load to the footing, at the required eccentricity
and load inclination angle by slowly using the hydraulic
jack. The rigid bar under the ring will touch the ball placed
on the footing surface before ‘‘zero-reading’’ appears on the

load ring.
� Mounting the dial gauges, for measuring the footing move-
ments, on the tank. One gauge measure the vertical dis-

placement while the second measures the horizontal
displacement.
� After taking the zero-reading, the load is applied at small

increments with a rate of 0.005 N/mm2, until the failure of
the foundation occurs. It is very important that a sufficient
time is allowed after each increment. This time ranges from
several seconds at early staged of loading to approximately

30 s as being close to failure. The failure is marked by a sud-
den considerable variation in the load-settlement curves.

5. Results analysis

Measurements were obtained, analyzed and plotted. A sample

of the results is presented. The load-settlement curves of the
experimental model tests of strip footing with/without single
side micro-piles resting on the horizontal ground of sand

slopes were obtained. The ultimate bearing capacity was deter-
mined from the load-settlement curves by using the point of
failure. The obtained results were discussed to study the effect

of different loading conditions centric/eccentric vertical load
and centrically oblique load on the behavior of one side
micro-piles footing as fallows.

5.1. Vertical loading

This series of tests studied the behavior of the strip footing
with/without single side micro-piles under the effect of centri-

cally vertical load. The strip footing behavior, without micro-
piles, placed at various distances to the slope crest were deter-
mined. Also, the footing behavior with single side micro-piles

placed at X/B = 2.0 from the slope crest was obtained. The
micro-piles depth varied between zero and three times as the
footing width.

Regarding the footing without micro-piles, the load-settle-
ment curves of the experimental model strip footing without
micro-piles are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. The test results
indicated that the ultimate bearing capacity increased as the
footing placed far from the slope crest as well as with the

decrease in slope inclination angle.
For comparison purposes, the result for the case of hori-

zontal ground surface was used as a reference. Increasing the

footing edge distance, X/B, increased the footing bearing
capacity in a trial to reach the same value of the reference foot-
ing on horizontal ground. Approximately the same behavior
and trend was observed for the two different slope angles. This

is due to the expected increase in the passive resistance from
the slope side to the wedge of failure under the footing. Most
of the bearing capacity increment takes place at a ratio of X/B

of 0.0 and 2.0.
The experimental results were found in a good agreement

with that proposed by [1,4]. They stated that the ultimate bear-

ing capacity, for strip footing under vertical centric load, is not
affected by slopes at X/B is equal to 4.0 and 5.0, respectively.

By comparing Figs. 5 and 6, the effect of slope angle on the
bearing capacity is recognized. As expected, increasing the

slope angle decreased the ultimate bearing capacity of the
slope. This can be attributed to the decreased shearing resis-
tance of the supporting soil near the slope face due to either

the reduced slip line field or the decreased confinement effect
resulting from increasing slope angle.

As for micro-piles footing, the load-settlement curves of sin-

gle side micro-piles strip footing subjected to vertical centric
loads are presented in Fig. 7. In these tests, the micro-piles
depth varied from zero to three times the footing width. The

micro-piles footing edge was placed at twice the footing width
from the slope crest.

The results indicated that increasing the micro-piles depth
up to L = B, leads to a decrease in the footing pressure, at
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high stress near and beyond the failure load, compared to the
case of strip footing without micro-piles. This is due to the fact
that the micro-piles behave as a support to the footing from
one edge only. As a result, the footing-micro-piles system

rotates and the rotation increased with the increased of the
micro-piles depth up to L = B.

Increasing the micro-piles embedment depth beyond

L = B, increased the micro-piles interface area, which
enhanced the footing behavior to resist rotation and sustain
additional loading.

5.2. Eccentric loading

The behavior of single side micro-piles strip footing resting on
sandy slope (3:2) was determined. The micro-piles strip footing

was subjected to vertical eccentric load within and outside the
footing middle third e/B ratio was selected 0.133 and 0.266.
The effect of the footing position t o the slope crest and the

footing behavior with various micro-piles depths were
obtained.

Regarding the footing without micro-piles, the load-settle-

ment relations of strip footing without micro-piles are plotted
in Fig. 8. It is clearly indicated that, the bearing capacity pro-
portionally increases as the footing edge distance ‘‘X/B’’

increases. The curves demonstrated that the larger the load
eccentricity the less the soil bearing capacity. This was due
to the fact that as the load eccentricity increased, the failure
wedge beneath the footing got smaller and shallower. The

expected increase in footing tilting due to load eccentricity
forced the footing to lose some of its contact with soil. More-
over, the soil spread outward toward the slope face caused by

the greater settlement in the footing edge nearer to loading
than the other edge. Generally, footing eccentrically loaded
failed earlier than the concentrically vertical loaded footing

due to tilting.
As for micro-piles footing, samples of the load-settlement

relations of the experimental model micro-piles strip footing

tests resting on the top of sand slopes are presented in
Fig. 9. The results indicated a similar trend. Increasing the
micro-piles depth, leads to an increase in the bearing capacity.

This is due to the presence of micro-piles which decreased the
subgrade deformation and prevented the soil particles under
the footing from moving laterally. The micro-piles depth

should be extended to a sufficient depth below the failure sur-
face to get the most beneficial effect of the footing-micro-piles
system. The optimum micro-piles depth is an important factor
in the micro-piles footing design. The optimum depth value is

controlled by different parameters such as footing depth, load
inclination angle, soil density and gradation. The increase in
the ultimate bearing capacity of micro-piles footing compared

to footing without micro-piles can be expressed in terms of
dimensionless parameter called the ultimate Bearing Capacity
Ratio (BCRu).

The bearing capacity ratio at ultimate load is defined as:
BCRu ¼

q0
ult

qult
where

� q0ult: ultimate bearing capacity of micro-piles footing.
� qult: ultimate bearing capacity of same footing without
micro-piles.

The increase in the ultimate bearing capacity ratio BCRu

due to the usage of single side micro-piles footing subjected

to vertical eccentric load is plotted in Fig. 10 for different
micro-piles depths. The BCRu increased with the increase in
the micro-piles depth. It reached its maximum value at

micro-piles depth equals to twice the footing width (L/
B = 2.0). This is because the micro-piles depth is deep enough
to reach the stable soil just beneath the slope bed. This was due
to the micro-piles settled down the slope bed as a result of
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loading progress. This explained the small effect of the micro-
piles that have a depth less than the slope height. The micro-

piles having L/B < 2.0 provided only partial confinement to
the surrounding soil. Small additional improvement in BCRu

was gained by increasing the micro-piles depth beyond the

ratio L/B = 2.0. The amount of improvement in the ultimate
bearing capacity ratio due to usage of micro-piles reached
7.9. In addition, the increase in micro-piles depth safeguarded

the slope from excessive deformation and therefore postphones
the collapse. The BCRu decreased as the footing distance to the
slope crest increased for footing loaded with eccentricity within

the middle third and having L/B equal to 2.0 or more. This is
due to increasing the footing distance to the slope crest that
increased the confined soil which enhanced the footing stabil-
ity. In contrary, it was observed that BCRu for micro-piles
footing loaded with eccentricity out of the middle third was
not affected by footing position from slope crest.
5.3. Oblique loading

Footings subjected to centric oblique loads have two types of

deformations; vertical and horizontal. The laboratory work
was directed to study the behavior of single side micro-piles
strip footing subjected to centrically oblique load (i= 10�).
Samples of the load-settlement curves of the single side
micro-piles strip footing tests resting on the top of sand slope
(3:2) are drawn in Figs. 11 and 13. This was associated with the

corresponding load and horizontal displacement relationship;
Figs. 12 and 14. The failure load could be registered at the
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Figure 11 Load-settlement relation for micro-piles footing

(L = B) subjected to oblique load (i= 10�) on slope 3:2.
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Figure 13 Load-settlement relation for micro-piles footing

(L = 4.0 B) Subjected to oblique load (i = 10�) on slope 3:2.
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point of failure or when the footing started to slide horizon-
tally. The cohesionless soil particles under the footing sub-

jected to centric inclined load tend to move laterally in the
direction of the applied load. The footing was forced to tilt
and slide at the same time. Therefore, the increase in footing

tilt leads to an increase in the horizontal component of the
inclined load which forces the footing to slide. The micro-piles
resist the footing tilting caused by the inclined load resulting in

bearing capacity improvement. The sliding stability is consid-
ered one of the critical factors when dealing with the overall
stability of footing subjected to inclined load. Construction
of micro-piles beneath the footing generates a passive pressure
on the micro-piles which enhances the footing to resist sliding.
Results indicate that increasing the micro-piles depth leads to
an increase in the footing pressure at the same settlement level.

This could be mainly due to the increased in the volume of the
laterally displaced soil that induced an improvement in the soil
resistance on the micro-piles sides. The gabs between the

micro-piles prevented the soil to pass through the micro-piles
due to soil arch actions. This results in compacting sand in
the front of the micro-piles. Consequently, it generates a high

resistance to the horizontal displacement of the footing. In
order to resist the horizontal forces, a horizontal displacement
should take place. This displacement was found to vary con-

siderably according to the micro-piles depth. The amount of
improvement in the BCRu value, due to the presence of
micro-piles depth up to L/B = 4.0, is 4.5. Furthermore, the
horizontal displacement was reduced by about 300% due to

the micro-piles effect.

6. Conclusions

Based on the experimental results and analysis carried out on
one sided micro-piles strip footing located on or adjacent to
dense sand slope, the following conclusions can be drawn:

� Increasing the distance between the footing edge and the
slope crest leads to increasing the bearing capacity. Beyond

a distance of about five times the footing width, away from
the slope crest, the influence of the slope becomes negligible
on the bearing capacity of footing. Most of bearing capacity

increment occurs at X/B of 0.0 to 2.0.
� The bearing capacity is considerably increased and the
ground settlement is also decreased due to installation of
single side micro-piles on strip footings.
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� The bearing capacity is increased with increasing the micro-

piles depth and reaches its maximum when the micro-piles
rest on the stable soil just beneath the slope bed.
� The enhancement of BCRu occurs simultaneously with the

increment of micro-piles depth to reach in some cases about
7.9 times the footing without micro-piles.
� Insertion of single side micro-piles in strip footing subjected
to concentric vertical loads is not recommended for micro-

piles depth up to the footing width.
� The BCRu is decreased as the footing distance to the slope
crest is increased for footing loaded with eccentricity within

the middle third and having L/B equal to 2.0 or more. The
BCRu has no variation, due to footing position. This
occurred for micro-piles footing loaded with eccentricity

out of the middle third.
� The micro-piles could resist the footing tilting and sliding
caused by the inclined load due to bearing capacity
improvement. The horizontal footing displacement is

reduced by about 300% due to the presence of the micro-
piles effect.
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